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2 lesson sequence
• Data Transects—Students use a model of a transect to 

compare organisms found in two different physical 
environments located in a prairie 

• Taking a Look Outside—Students explore patterns in 
their local environment by using the transect method 
learned in the previous activity. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prairie ecosystems once covered 40% of the United States. The soil in prairies is very rich in nutrients. Over 98% of prairies in the United States were converted to agricultural land over the past 150–200 years, taking advantage of this nutrient-rich soil. Where tallgrass prairie used to stand, corn is now the predominant crop. Where shortgrass prairie used to grow, wheat is now the primary crop. Prairie restoration efforts began in the latter half of the 20th century, relying on a special type of scientist—restoration ecologists. As of this time, only a very small percentage of prairie has been fully restored.



Where the buffalo (used to) roam…



But now…
• Less than 4% of all prairies remain, and less than 1% of 

tallgrass prairies remain.

• So scientists and conservationists are trying to restore 
them.

• How can they know if their efforts to restore the prairie 
are successful?



Prairie Restoration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we can bring the bison back, we need to make sure that we have restored enough of the prairie to support them. Imagine in a very large prairie that is being restored.  Imagine that one year ago, we removed all of the non-native plants by plowing the land, and then we planted seeds of native plants. Today, we are going to look at the plants to see if the native species we planted are growing and if the plants that aren’t native to prairies have returned.



Do they count every living organisms?

That might work for bison.

But every coneflower or piece of grass?

What do they do instead?

How do scientists study nature?



Transects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One technique scientists can use to collect data on the number of organisms in a population, whether it is a species being restored or a species causing problems, is a transect. A transect is a specific path or area, often marked with a rope or measuring tape. Scientists mark the transect to show where data should be collected. The length of the transect and how often data are collected along the transect depends on what the scientists are studying. When scientists use transects in their work, they often say they are “conducting a transect.” Ecologists often use a quadrat, a square or rectangular plot of land marked off, to determine where to collect their samples. In the photographs below, you can see scientists conducting transects in different environments.A transect is like a cross-section. As an analogy, present the example of slicing into a very tall 10-layer cake. If you cut into the cake from the top of the icing down through all of the layers to the plate, that would be like conducting a transect. If your bites (samples) along the slice are very far apart, you might taste a few fillings but miss others between samples. If your bites are very close together, you may taste only one of the fillings and not even realize there are nine others.



Patterns
A pattern is a set of repeating things or events. Scientists 
observe patterns in their data. Patterns lead to questions 
about relationships and ideas about what causes these 
relationships.



What patterns do you detect in the two environments, and how 
might the information in these patterns be useful to scientists?

Prairie Transect 1 Prairie Transect 2



Transect Data
Prairie Transect 1 Prairie Transect 2



Transect Simulation







Results
Component Transect 1 Transect 2
Native Plants (mean) 2.6 3.8
Non-native Plants (mean) 2.4 2.8
Grasshoppers (mean) 4.9 5.6
Soil Moisture (mode) Dry Medium Dry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The average numbers will depend on what data sampling points the students used, which were determined by the numbers they rolled on the random number cubes. In general, students should notice that there are more native and non-native plants in Transect 2 than in Transect 1. In Transect 2, there are relatively more native plants, whereas in Transect 1, the numbers of native and non-native plants are very close. There are also slightly more grasshoppers in Prairie 2. Students should note that Prairie 1 has dry soil, while Prairie 2 has medium dry soil.



Events have causes. If “A” causes “B” to happen, they 
have a cause-and-effect relationship. A major activity 
of science is to explain how this happens. Sometime 
the causes are simple and sometimes they are 
complex. Sometimes both A and B occur, but one does 
not cause the other.

What might be causing these patterns?



Recommendations
• What would you tell the scientists about their efforts to 

restore the prairies in these two different locations?

• Are they on the right track?

• Should they do anything differently in the future?

• What other questions should the scientists ask 
themselves?



Taking a Look Outside



What patterns do you observe when you 
investigate you own environment, and what 
might be causing these patterns?



Every Place Matters and Is 
Worthy of Investigation



Asking Questions
• What would you like to know about your own 

environment?
• What places would you like to investigate? Why?
• What are some questions you could investigate using the 

transect method?



Planning and Carrying Out Investigations

Determine 
• Where the transect will be conducted
• How long the transect will be
• What the sampling interval will be
• Whether to use the quadrat method or point method 
• What components of the environment will be measured

• Biotic
• Abiotic

• Which data will be qualitative and which will be quantitative
• Whether the transect will be sample more than once



Scoring Guide: PCI



More Opportunities
• Analyze and Interpret Data to look for Patterns
• Propose Cause and Effect Explanations for the Patterns
• Identify Problems and propose design solutions



Please reach out with questions and feedback

Wendy Jackson
wendy.jackson@berkeley.edu
www.sepuplhs.org
@SEPUP_UCB and @SciWise

mailto:wendy.jackson@berkeley.edu
http://www.sepuplhs.org/
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